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account of this. It was particularly regrettable that we were not able to get their Christinas parcels delivered in time. This gave considerable work to the railways, for at that time these tokens of affection flowed in very freely. Leave, too, could not be granted to the extent we desired.
Measures for the administration of the occupied part of Poland took up a great deal of time. They are now of no interest. The country had no reason to complain, even though the situation compelled us to remove valuable raw material.
We negotiated with Austria-Hungary on the question of the new boundaries of our respective lines of communication. Naturally, the agreements made by me in September, under other conditions, now needed alteration. Unfortunately, G.H.Q. and Berlin now interfered in the negotiations, probably at the instigation of Austria-Hungary. This did not help matters, as the authorities in question were not acquainted with the actual facts. But this also is now of no account. In the course of my duties, I was obliged to occupy myself with a number of military-political questions which brought me more annoyance than satisfaction.
A shadow fell on the proud satisfaction with which we contemplated the development of events on the Eastern front The Austrian Army had suffered a heavy reverse in Serbia. At the end of November it had penetrated far into that country, Belgrade had been taken on the 2nd December. Austria-Hungary rejoiced greatly. Yet, as early as the days of the capture of Lodz and the battle of Limanova, the Austrian troops were retiring from Serbia, defeated. They were no longer an effective fighting instrument. At first they had under-estimated their opponents, now they went to the other extreme, and overestimated them. The enemy's numbers alone terrified them. This superstition, and a certain feeling of impotence in the face of the Russians, have proved too much for the courage of the Austrian Army.
The Staff lived together on good terms in the castle at Posen. Common cares and common glory united us. We got into the habit of sitting together for a time after dinner. We used to sit
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